
The Ce'zanne, where elegant architecture meets the rolling hills of Franktown, CO. Crafted & built by Picasso
Homes, The Ce'zanne is an inviting contemporary design that is outfitted on acreage property that is situated to
take in the breath-taking views of the Rocky Mountains.  

Homeowners are greeted in a Grand Entry that allows for an immediate view corridor to take in the grand
views of the Rocky Mountains. To the immediate left of the Grand Entry, is the very private Primary Suite with
a stunning coffered ceiling, a 5-piece spa bathroom with an attached Yoga Studio and an expansive walk-in
closet. To the right of the Grand Entry will be the rest of the main level of The Ce'zanne, where homeowners
are welcomed into the open-concept Great Room that has access to the covered deck, where the Rocky
Mountains can be enjoyed. With unbelievable interior selections, the open-concept kitchen of The Ce'zanne is
the home cooks dream. The kitchen, complete with top-grade appliances, ample amounts of counter space,
stunning cabinetry and a large walk-in pantry, is all in close proximity to the dining nook. Past the open-
concept kitchen is the hallway that leads homeowners to the Guest En-Suite, large laundry room, & mudroom
that is connected to the expansive 3-car garage!

Descending to the lower level of "The Ce'zanne", homeowners are immediately greeted by a spacious
Recreation Room, complete with a wonderful fireplace feature and a full Wet Bar, the Recreation Room is the
entertainer's dream space! "The Ce'zanne" is situated on the land perfectly to provide homeowners with a walk-
out option for a covered concrete patio from the Recreation Room. With three full spacious bedrooms, each
with a walk-in closet, the lower level of the custom built home provide ample spaces for guests to stay or for
kids to have their own place. One of the three bedrooms on the lower level is private, secluded by a walkway,
and complete with an en-suite option for privacy. The 1G of pre-wired fiberoptic technology and the
sustainable, farm-to-table lifestyle of Fox Hill is the cherry on top to what "The Ce'zanne" has to offer!
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THE CE'ZANNE
BY PICASSO HOMES
5 BED,  6 BATH // 5,533 FINISHED SQFT
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